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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter dicusses the background of study, statement of problems, 

purposes of study,  scope and limitation, significance of study, and defintion of key 

terms. 

1.1 Background of Study 

Language is very improtant in communication. According to Forrester  (1996: 

1), “Language is a system of human communication using words, written and spoken, 

and particular ways of combining them; any such system employed by a community, 

nation, etc.” People use language to have interaction with other people. People can 

share the idea, feeling, opinion, etc. using language.  

One of  the popular language in this era is English. Now, English becomes a  

popular and important language in the world. Almost all the living aspects use 

English, like education, business, entertainment, etc. Therefore, many people, 

including Indonesians, learn English with various aims. A person who masters more 

than one language is called a bilingual or a multilingual person. 

People become bilingual because they have two languages and use those 

languages well to communicate. Mohanty, in Hamers and Blanc (2000:7), says that 

bilingual persons have an ability  to meet the communicative demands of  themselves 

and the society in two or more languages in their interaction with the other speakers. 

Bilingualism is ability of using two languages for communications. Wei (2005:22) 
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states, “bilingualism as the alternate use of two or more languages by the same 

individual”. 

A bilingual person that can speak more than one language can use those 

languages easily in the same time. That phenomenon is known as code mixing and 

code switching. According to Judy Woon Yee Ho, in his International Journal of 

Language and Society (2007), “Code mixing is the change of one language to another 

within the same utterance or in the same oral/written text.” While, according to Wei 

(1998), code switching is code alternation that occurs at or above clause level. 

Refering to the statement from Judy Woon Yee Ho, code mixing can appear in 

the oral or written text. It may occur in our environment. We can find the examples of 

written code mixing in media of written information such as banner.  

Banners are media of written information that are easy to find. Kamus  Bahasa 

Indonesia Kontemporer explaines that banner is a cloth that is stretched  in public 

places that contains slogan, news, propaganda etc. Banner does not always use cloth 

anymore. A banner today is more inovative by using other materials such as plastic or 

vinyl. Banner is shown with innovative content to get attention from the society. The  

examples of innovation are using bright colour, pictures, interesting words or 

sentences, etc. To have interesting words or sentences, many banners use code 

mixing. 

University of Muhammadiyah Malang (UMM) is a famous private university in 

Indonesia. It has many achievements and  great relationship with foreign countries 

such as erasmus mundus scholarship. Besides, many events are often held like 
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National Seminar, various trainings, entertainment like meeting of Super Junior’s 

fans, Mata Najwa and Stand Up commedy – Metro TV at University of 

Muhammadiyah Malang. In holding an event, the committee often use banner as a 

tool of publication. As usual, there are many code mixing in their banner. Thus, it is 

important to analyze the forms of code mixing and the reasons of designers or 

publishers in using code mixing in banners at University of Muhammadiyah Malang. 

Because the using of Indonesian-English code mixing in banners can influence 

readers’ interest and their english development. 

There are some previous researches related to code mixing. The first was 

Indrawati (2008), who studied code mixing used by laundry department staff in Plaza 

Hotel Surabaya. She found 46 word code mixing and 15 phrase code mixing in 

Indonesian-English. She also found some reasons for the staff to use code mixing, 

they are; participant, situation, content of discourse and function of interaction. 

Another research was done by Atika Amalia in 2012. She analyzed about code 

mixing found in Celeb Rubric of Aneka Yess Magazine. She took three magazines 

for her research. There were 145 examples of code mixing in the form of words, 68 

examples of code mixing in the form of phrases, 22 examples of code mixing in the 

form of hybrids, and 11 examples of code mixing in the form of clauses. She also 

found one type of code mixing in Rubric Celeb of Aneka Yess, namely 

conversational code mixing. 
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In this research, the researcher discusses the same topic related to code mixing 

but with different objects. It is an analysis of code mixing used in banners at 

University of Muhammadiyah Malang. 

1.2 Statement of Problems 

Based on the background of research above, the researcher formulates the 

problems to investigate as follows :  

a. What are the forms of code mixing used in banners at University of 

Muhammadiyah Malang ? 

b. What are the reasons of designers or publishers in using code mixing in 

banners at University of Muhammadiyah Malang ? 

1.3 Purposes of Study 

The purpose of this research is to provide the answers to the questions in the 

problem of research, they are : 

a. To describe  the forms of code mixing in banners at University of 

Muhammadiyah Malang. 

b. To investigate the  reasons of designers or publishers in using code 

mixing in banners at University of Muhammadiyah Malang. 

1.4 Scope and Limitation  

The researcher realizes it is necessary to limit this research. This research will 

study about code mixing in Banners. Therefore the researcher takes the use of code 

mixing in banners at UMM as the scope of this research. And the study is limited to 
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the use of Indonesian-English code mixing in banners at UMM made by UMM 

students and administration staff. 

1.5 Significance of Study 

This research is expected to give contribution to sociolinguistics subject. 

Sociolinguistics is one of important and interesting subjects because it discusses 

language and society. We can learn many things about society language, one of  

which is code mixing. This research is also expected to give contribution to the 

readers who are interested in studying code mixing. It is also expected to be useful for 

the society and banner designers too. After the society and banner designers know 

about code mixing in media of written information, hopefully there will be many 

more creative banners as media of  written information using code mixing. 

1.6 Definition of Key Terms  

a. code mixing as all cases where a lexical items and grammatical features 

from two languages appear in one sentence. (Muysken, 2000) 

b. A banner is media of written information about something or events using 

a piece of  cloth that can expanded above the street or other strategic 

places.  


